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^ciiy and Malta. H^S

My hot; the thermometer stands commonly betwixt 75
and 76. Adieu. We are now preparing for a long voy-
age, and it is not easy to say from w hence I shall write

^ou next. Ever ycur».

BETTER XVII.

Agrigentum^ June 11

.

WE left the port of Malta in a Sparonaro, which we
hired to convey us to this city.

We coasted along the island, and went- to take a view
of the north port, its fortifications and lazaretto. All

these are very p^reat, and more like the works of a mightjr

and powerful people, than of so small a state The mor-
tars cut out of the rock are a tremendous invention

—

There are about fifty of their, near the different creeks

and landing-places round the island. They are directed

<it the most probable spots where boats would aitentpt a

landing. The mouths of some of these mortars are about
six feet wide, and they are said to throw a hundred can-

tars of cannon-ball or stones. A cantar is, I think, about
a hundred pounds weight ; so that if they do take placej

they must make a dreadful huvock amongst a debarkatioa

of boats.

The distance of Malta from Gozzo is not above four

or five miles, and the small island of Commino lies be-

twixt thorn. The coasts of all the three are bare and
barren but covered over with lowers, redoubts, and forti-

fications of various kinds.

As Gozzo is supposed to be the celebrated island of
Calypso, you may believe we expected something very
fine ; but we were diitppointed. It must either be greatly

fallen off since the tin)e she inhabited it, or the archbi-

shop of Combray, as well as Homer, must have flattered

greatly in their painting. We lookrd as we went along
the coast, for the grotto of the goddess, but could see no-
thing that resembled it. Neither could we observe those

verdant banks eternally covered with flowers j nor those
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Ibfty trees for ever in blossom, that lost their heads In

the clouds, and afforded a shade to the sacred baths <^f

her and her nymphs. We saw, indeed, some nymphs ;

but as neither Calypso nor Eucharis seemed to be of the
number, we paid little attention to them, and I was in no
apprehension about my Telemachus : Indeed, it -would

have required an imagination as stronij as Don Quixote's
to have brought about the metamorphosis.

Finding our hopes frustrated, we ordered our sailors

{o pull out to sea, and bid adieu to the island of Calypso,
concluding either that our intelligence was false, or that

both the island and its inhabitants were greatly changed.
We soon found ourselves once more at the mercy of the

waves : Night came on, andtDur rowers began their even-
ing song to the Virgin, and beat time with their oars.

Their offering was acceptable ; for we had the most de-

lightful weather. We wrapt ourselves up in our cloaks,

and slept most comfortably, having provided mattresses

at Malta. By a little after day-break, we found we had
got without sight of all the islands, and saw only a part

of Mount ilitna smoking above the waters. The wind
sprung up fair, and by ten o'clock we had sight of the

coa9t of Sicily.

On considering the smallness of our boat, and the great

breadth of this passage, we could not help admiring the
temerity of these people, who, at all seasons of the year,

venture to Sicily in these diminitive vessels ; yet it is

very seldom that any accident happens ; they are so per-

fectly acquainted with the weather, foretelling, almost to

a certainty, every storm many hours before it comes on.

The sailors look upon this passage as one of the most
stormy and dangerous in the Mediterranean. It is called

the canal of Malta, and is much dreaded by the Levant
ships; but indeed, at this season, there is no danger.

We arrived at Sicily a little before sun-set, and landed

opposite to Ragusa, and not far from the ruins of "the

Little Hybla; the third town of that name in the island,-

distinguished by the epithets of the Great (near Mount
JEltna), the Lesser (near Augusta), and the Little (just by
Ragusa). Here we found a fine sandy beach, and whilst

the servants were employed in dressing supper, we
amused ourselves with bathing, and gathering shells, of

which there is a considerable variety. We were in ex--
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pectation of finding the nautilus, for which this island is

famous; but in this we did not succeed. However, we
picked up some handsome shells, though not equal to

those that are brought from the Indies.

After supper we again launched our bark, and went to

sea. The wind was favourable as we could wish. We
had our nightly serenade as usual^ and the next day, by-

twelve o'clock, we reached the celebrated port of Agri-
gentum.
The captain of the port gave us a polite reception, and

insisted on accompanying us to the city, which stands

near the top of a mountain, four miles distant from the
harbour, and about eleven hundred feet above the level of
the sea. The road on each side is bordered by a row of
exceeding large American aloes ; upwards of one third

of them being at present in full blow, and making the
most beautiful appearance that can be imagined. The
flower-stems of this noble plant are, in general, betwixt
twenty and thirty feet high (some of ihem more), and
are covered with flowers from lop to bottom, which taper

regularly, and form a beautiful kind of pyramid, the base
or pedestal of which is the fine spreading leaves of the
plant. As this is esteemed, in northern countries, one
of the greatest curiosities of the vegetable tribe, we were
happy at seeing it in so great perfection ; much greater,

I think, than I had ever seen it before.

With us, I think, it is vulgarly reckoned (though I be-
lieve falsely) that they only flower once in a hundred
years. Here I was informed, that, ^ at the latest, they
always blow the sixth year ; but for the most part the
fifth.

As the whole substance of the plant is carried into the
stem and the flowers, the leaves begin to decay, as soon
as the blow is completed, and a numerous offspring of
young plants are produced round the root of the old one :

these are slipped off, and formed into new plantations,

either for hedges or for avenues to their country houses.
The city of Agrigentum, now called Girgeniiy is irre-

gular and ugly ; though from a few miles distance at sea,
it makes a noble appearance, little inferior to that of
Genoa. As it lies on the slope of the mountain, the
houses do not hide one another j but every part of the
city is seen.

O
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On our arrival we found a great falling off indeed ; the

houses are mean, the streets dirty, crooked and narrow.

—It still contains near twenty thousand people ; a sad

reduction from its ancient grandeur, when it was said to

consist of no less than eight hundred thousand, being the

next city to Syracuse for numbers.
The Canonico Spoto, from Mr. Hamilton's letter, and

from our former acquaintance with him at Naples^ gave
us a kind and hospitable reception. He insisted on our
being his guests; and we are now in his house, comforta-

bly lodged, and elegantly entertained, which, after our
crowded little apartment in the Sparonaro, is by no
jTieans a disagreeable change.—Farewell. I shall write

you again soon. Ever yours.

LETTER XVIII.

Agrigcntuvi^ June 12.

WE are just returned from examining the antiquities

of Agrigentum, the most considerable, perhaps,

of any in Sicily.

The ruins of the ancient city lie about a short mile
from the modern one. These, like the ruins of Syracuse,
are mostly converted into corn-fields, vineyards, and or-

chards ; but the remains of the temples here are much
more conspicuous than those of Syracuse. Four of these

have stood pretty much in a right line, near the south

wall of the ciiy The first they call the temple of Ve-
nus ; almost one half of which still remains. The second

is that of Concord : It may be considered as entire, not

one column having as yet fallen. It is precisely of the

same dimensions and same architecture as that of Venus,
which had probably served as the model for it. By the

following inscription, found on a large piece of marble,

it appears to have been built at the cxpence of the Lili-

bitani ; probably after having been defeated by the people

of Agrigentum.
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Cb?yCORDIiE AGRIGENTINORUM SACRUM,
RESPUBLIGA LILIBITAXORUM.

DEDICANTIBUS M. AT lERlO CANDIDO
PHOCOS El' L. COilNELIO MAR-

CELLO. Q. P. R. P. R.

These temples are supported by thirteen large fluted

Doric columns on each side ; and six at each end. All

their b^ses, capitals, entablatures, 8cc, still remain entire;

and as the architecture is perfectly simple, without any
thing affected or studied, the whole strikes the eye at

once, and pleases very much. The columns are, indeed,

shorter than the Doric proportions ; and they certainly

are not so elegant as some of the ancient temples near

Rome, and in other places in Italy.

The third ten^ple is that of Hercules, altogether in

ruins ; but appears to have been of a much greater size

than the former two. We measured some of the broken
columns, near seven feet in diameter. It vias here that

the famous statue of Hercules stood, so much celebrated

by Cicero; which the people of Agrigentum defended
with such bravery against Verres, who attempted to

seize it. You will find the whole story in his pleadings
agiiinst that infamous praetor.

There was likewise in this temple a famous picture by
Zeuxis. Hercules was represented in his cradle, killing

the two serpents : Alcmena and Amphitrion, having just

entered the apartment, were painted with every mark of
terror and astonishment. Pliny says, the painter looked
upon this piece as invaluable ; and therefore could never
bs prevailed on to put a price upon it, but gave it as a
present to Agrigentum, to be placed in the temple ^^

Hercules. These two great masterpieces ha^c been lost.

We thought of them with reg-r^'t wlillst we trod on those

venerable ruins.

Near to thio He the ruins of the temple of Jupiter Olym-
pus, supposed by the Sicilian authors to have been the
largest in the heathen world. It is now called il temfilo

de' ^i^anti, or the Giant's Temple, as the poor people
cannot conceive that such masses of rock could ever be
put together by the hands of ordinary men. The frag-

ments of columns are indeed enormous, and give us a
vast idea of this fabric. It is said to have stood till the
ysAr. 1 100; but is now a perfect ruin. Our Cicerones
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assured us, it was exactly the same dimensions with the
church of St. Peters at Rome : But in this they are egre-
giously mistaken ; St. Peters being much greater than any
thing that ever the heathen world produced.

There arc the remains of many more temples, an^
other great works ; but these, I think, are the most con-
spicuous. They shew you that of Vulcan, of Proserpine,
of Castor and Pollux, and a very remarkable one of Juno.
This too was enriched by one of the most famous pictures

of antiquity ; which is celebrated by many of the ancient

writers—Zeuxis was determined to excel every thing^

that had gone before him, and to form a model of human
perfection. To this end, he prevailed on all the finest

women of A^rigentum, who were even ambitious of the

honour, to appear naked before him. Of these he chose

five for his models, and moulding all the perfections of

these beauties into one, he composed the picture of the

goddess. This was ever looked upon as his masterpiece;

but was unfortunately burnt when the Carthaginians took.

Agrigentum Many of the citizens reiired into this

temple as to a place of safety ; but as soon as they found

the gates attacked by the enemy, they agreed to set fire

to it, and chose rather to perish in the flames, than sub-

mit to the power of the conquerors. However, neither

ihe destrucdon of the temple, nor the loss of their lives,

has been so much regretted by posterity, as the loss of

this picture.

The temple of jEsculapius (the ruins of which are still

to be seen) was not less celebrated for a statue of Apollo.

It was taken from them by the Carthae;inians at the same
time that the temple of Juno was burnt. It was carried

off by ih« conquerors, and continued the greatest orna-
ment of Carthage {"or many years, and was at last restored

by Scipio at the final destruction of that city. Some of
the Sicilians alledge, I believe without any ground, that

it was aftewards carried to Rome, and still remains there,

the wonder of all ages, known to the whole world under
the name of the Apollo of Belvidere ; and allowed to be
the perfection of human art.

I should be very tedious, were I to give you a minute
description of every piece of antiquity. Indeed, little or

nothing is to be learned from the greatest part of them.
The ancient walls of the city are mostly cut out of the
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cock ; the catacombs and sepulchres are all very

great : One of these is worthy particular notice, because

it is mentioned by Polybius as being opposite to tl^e tem-

ple of Hercules, and to have been struck by lightning

even in his time. It remains almost entire, and answers

the description he gives of it ; The inscriptions are so

defaced* that we could make nothing of them.
This is the monument of Tero king of Agrigentum,

one of the first of the Sicilian tyrants. The great antiqui-

ty of it may be gathered from this, that Tero is not only

mentioned by Diodorus, Polybius, and the later of the

ancient historians, but likewise by Herodotus, and Pindar,

who dedicates two of his Olynr.pic odes to him : So that

this monument must be more than two thousand years

old. It is a kind of pyramid, probably one of the most
durable forms.

All these mighty ruins of Agrigentum, and the whola
mountain on which it stands, are composed of a toncretion

of sea-shells run together, and cemented by a kind of

sand or gravel, and now become as hard, and perhaps
more durable than even marble itself. This stone is while
before it has been exposed to the air ; but in the tem-
ples and other ruins, it is become of a dark brown. I

shall bring home some pieces of it for the inspection of
the curious. I found these shells on the very summit
of the mountain, at least fourteen or fifteen hundred feet

above the level of the sea. They are of the commonest
kinds, cockles, muscles, oysters, Sec.

" The things we know are neither rich nor rare

;

" Bat wonder how the devil they got there."

POPE.

By what means they have been lifted up to this vast
height, and so intimately mixed with the substance of
the rock, I leave to you and your philosophical friends
to determine <—This old battered globe of ours has pro-
bably suffered many convulsions not recorded in any his-
tory.—You have heard of the vast stratum of bones lately
discovered in Istria and Ossero:—part of it runs below
rocks of marble, upwards- of forty feet in thickness, and
they have not yet been able to ascertain its extent: Some-
thing of the same kind has been found in Dalmatia, ia
the islands of the Archipelago ; and lately, I am told^m
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the rock of Gibraltar.—Now, the deluge recorded in

Scripture, will hardly account for all the appearances of
this sort to be met with, almost in every country in the
world —But I am interrupted by visitors ;—which is a

lucky circumstance, both for you and me ; for I was just

going to be very philosophical, and consequently very
dull. Adieu.

LETTEB XIX.

jigrigentumyJune\2.

THE interruption in my last, was a deputation from
the bishop, to invite us to a great dinner to-morrow

at the port ; so that we shall know whether this place

still deserves the character of luxury it always held a-

mongst the ancients. We have great reason to think,

from the politeness and attention we have met with,

that it has never lost its ancient hospitality, for which it

was likewise so much celebrated.

Plato, when he visited Sicily, was so much struck with

the luxury of Agrigentum, both in their houses and their

tables, that a saying of his is still recorded ; that ihey

build as if they were never to die, and eat as if they had
not an hour to live. It is preserved by iElian, and is just

now before me.
He tells a story by way of illustration, which shews a

much greater conformity of manners, than one could have

expected, betwixt the young nobility amongst the anci-

ents, and our own at this day.

He says, that after a great feast, where there was a

number of young people of the first fashion, they got all

so much intoxicated, that from their reeling and tumbling
upon one another, they imagined they were at sea, in a

storm, and began to think themselves in the most immi-
nent danger : at last they agreed, that the only way to

save their lives was to lighten the ship, and with one ac-

cord began to throw the rich furniture out of the windows,

to the great edification of the mob below ', and did not stop
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till they had entirely cleared the house of it, which, from
this exploit, was ever after denominated the triremes, or
the ship. He says it was one of the principal palaces of
the city, and retained this name for ever. In Dublin, I

have been told, there are more than one triremes ; and
that this frolic, which they call throwing the house out of
the window, is by no means uncommon.
At the same time that Agrigentum is abused by the

ancient authors for its drunkenness, it is as much cele-

brated for its hospitality ; and, I believe, it will be found,

that this virtue, and this vice, have ever had a sort of
sneaking kindness for each other, and have generally

gone hand in hand, both in ancient and in modern times.

The Swiss, the Scots, and the Irish, who are at present
the most drunken people in Europe, are likewise, in all

probability, the most hospitable ; whereas, in the very
sober countries, Spain, Portugal, and Italy, hospitality is

a virtue very little known, or indeed any other virtue, ex-
cept sobriety ; which has been produced, probably a good
deal from the tyranny of their government, and their

dread of the inquisition; for where every person is in

fear, lest his real sentiments should appear, it would be
very dangerous to unlock his heart ; but in countries where
there are neither civil nor ecclesiastical tyrants to lay an
embirgo on our thoughts, people are under no apprehen-
sion lest they should be known.

However, these are not the only reasons. The moral
virtues and vices may sometimes depend on natural

causes.—The very elevated situation of this city, where,
the air is exceedingly thin and cold, has perhaps been
one reason why its inhabitants are fonder of wine than
their neighbours in the valleys.

The same may be said of the three nations I have men-
tioned ; the greatest part of their countries lying amongst
hills and'mountains, where the climate renders strong li-

quors more necessary ; or at least, less pernirious, than
in low places—It is not surprising that this practice^

probably begun amongst the mountains, where the air is

so keen, has by degrees crept down into the valleys, und
has at last become almost epidemical in those c untrics. ^'

Fazzello, after railing at Agrigentum for its drunken-
ness, adds, that there was no town in the island so cele-

brated for its hospitality. He says that ngiany of the nd^
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bles had servants placed at the gates of the city, to invite

all strangers to their houses. It is in reference to this,

probably, that Empedocles says, that even the gates of

the city proclaimed a welcome to every stranger. From
our experience we are well entitled to say, that the peo-
ple of Agrigentum still retain this antiquated virtue, so

little known in polite countries. To-morrow we shall

have a better opportunity of judging whether it is still

accompiinied by its sister vice.

The accounts that the old authors give of the magnifi-

cence of Agrigentum are amazing ; though indeed there

are none of them that proclaim it in stronger terms than

the monuments that still remain.—Diodorus says, the

great vessels for holding water were commonly of silver,

and the litters and Carriages for the most part were of
ivory richly adorned. He mentions a pond made at an
immense expence, full of fish and of water fowl, that in

his time was the great resort of the inhabitants on their

festivals ; but he says, that even then (in the age of Au-
gustus) it was going to ruin, requiring too great an ex-
pence to keep it up. There is not now the smallest vestige

of it : But there is still to be seen a curious spring of wa-
ter, that throws up a kind of oil on its surface, which is

made use of by the poor people, in many diseases. This
is supposed to mark out the place of the celebrated pond ;

ivhich is recorded by Pliny and Solinus to have abounded
with this oil.

Diodorus, speaking of the riches of Agrigentum, men-
tions one of its citizens returning victorious from the

Olympic games, and entering his city attended by three

hundred chariots, each drawn by four white horses richly

©aparisoned ; and gives many other instances of their

vast profusion and luxury.

Those horses, ascording to that author, were esteemed
all over Greece for their beauty and swiftness ; and thetr

jacc is celebrated by many of the ancient writers.

" Arduus inde Agragas ostentat niaxiina longe
*' Moenia, magnanimum quondam generator equorum,'*

says Virgil in the third ^niad ; and Pliny acquaints us»

that those which had been often victorious at the games,
were not only honoured with burial rites, but had magni-
ficent monuments erected to eternize their memory.*—
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This Timeus confirms : He tells us, that he saw at Agri-

gentum several pyramids built as sepulchral monuments
to celebrated horses : He adds, that when those animals

became old and unfit for service, ihey were always taken

care of, and spent the remainder of their lives in ease

and plenty.—I could wish that our countrymen would
imitate the gratitude and humanity of the Sicilians in this

article ; at least the latter part of it. I don*t knov/ that

our nation can so justly be taxed with cruelty or ingrati-

tude in any other article as in their treatment of horses,

the animal that of all others is the most entitled to our
eare. How piteovis a thing it is, on many of your great

roads, to see the finest old hunters, that were once the

glory of the chase, condemned, in the decline of life, to

the tyranny of the most cruel oppresors ; io whose hands
they suffer the most extreme misery, till they at last sink

under the task that is assigned ihem. I am called away
to see some.more antiques, but shall finish this letter to-

night, as the post goes off* for Italy to-morrow morning.
13rA, afternoon. We have seen a great many old walls

and vaults, that little or nothing can be made of. They
give them names, and pretend to tell you what they were,
but as they bear no resemblance to those things now. it

would be no less idle to trouble you with their nonsense
than to believe it. We have indeed seen one thing that

has amply repaid us for thetroubre we have taken. It is

the representation of a boar-hunting, in alto relievo, on
white marble ; and is at least equ'.sl, if not superior, to any
thing of the kind I have met with in Italy. It consists of
four diff*erent parts, which form the history of this' re-

markable chase and its consequences.
The first is the preparation for the hunt. There are

twelve hunters, with each his lance, and a short hanger
under his left arm of a very singular form The dogs re-

semble those we call lurchers. The horses are done with

great fire and spirit, and are perhaps a better proof of

the excellence ofthe race, than even the testimony of their

authors; for the artist that formed these must certainly

have been accustomed to see very fine horses.

The second piece represents the chase.—The third the

death of the king, by a fall from his horse.—And the fourth

the despair of the queen and her alfendants on receiving

the news. She is represented as falling down in a swoon^
and supported by her women, who are all in tears.
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It is executed in the most masterly style, and is iii-

deed one of the finest remains of antiquity. It is pre-

served in the grcdt church, which is noted througjh all

Sicilv for a remarkable echo ; something in the manner
of our whispering gallery at St. Paurs, though more
difficult to be accounted for.

If one person stands at the west gate, and another
places himself on the cornice, at the most distant point

of the church, exactly behind the great altar, they can
hold a conversation in very low whispi rs.

For many years this singularity whs little known ; and
several ofthe confessing chairs being placed near the great

altar, the wags, who were in the secret, used to take their

station at the door of the cathedral ; and by this means
heard di=.tinctly every word that passed betwixt the con-

fessor and his penitent; of which, you may believe, they
did not fail to make their own use when occasion offered.

— The most secret intrigues were discovered ; and every
woman in Agrigentum changed either her gallant or her

confessor. Yet still it was the same —At last, however,
the cause was found out : the chairs were removed, and
other precautions were taken, to prevent the discovery of

these sacred ^Tiysteries ; and a mutual amnesty passed a-

mongst all the offended parties.

Agrigentum, like Syracuse, was long subject to the

yoke of tyrants. Fazzello gives some account of their

cruelty, but I have no intention of repeating it; one story,

however, pleased me ; it is a well known one, but as it is

short, you shall have it.

Perillo, a goldsmith, by way of payin;?^ court to Pha-
laris the tyrant, made him a present of a brazen bull,

of admirable workmanship ; hollow within, and so con-

trived that the voice of a person shut up in it. soiHided

exactly like the bellowing of a real bull. The artist

pointed out to the tyrant what an admirable effect this

must produce, were he only to shut up a few criminals

in it, and make a fire under them.
Phalaris, struck with so horrid an idea, and perhaps cu-

rious to try the experiment, told the goldsmith that he
himself was the only person worthy of animating his bull

:

that he must have studied the note that made it roar to the

greatest advantage, and that it would be unjust to deprive

Uiin of any part of the honour of his invention. Upon
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which he ordened the goldsmith to be shut up, and made
a great fire around the bull; which immediately began to

roar, to the admiration and delight of all Agrigentum.
Cicero says, this bull was carried to Carthage at the
taking of Agrigentum ; and was restored again by Scipio
after the destruction of that city.

Fazzello adds another story, which is still more to the
honour of Phalaris. Two friends, Melanippus and Cari-
ton, had conspired his death. Cariton, in hopes of saving
his friend from the danger of the enterprize, determined
to execute it alone. However, in his attempt to poignard
the tyrant, he was seized by the guards, and immediately
put to the torture, to make him confess his accomplice

:

this he bore with the utmost fortitude, refusing to make
the discovery ; till Melanippus, informed of the situation

of his friend, ran to the tyrant, assujing him, that he
alone was the guilty person ; that it was entirely by his

instigation that Cariton had acted ; and begged that he
might be put on the rack in the place of his friend Pha-
laris, struck with such heroism, pardoned them both.

Notwithstanding this generous action, he was in many
respects a barbarous tyrant. Fazzello gives the following

account of his death, with which I shall conclude this

letter, fcr I am monstrously tired, and I dare say, so are

you. Zeno, the philosopher, came to Agrigentum, and
being admitted into the presence of the tyrant, advised

him, for his own comfort, as well as that of his subjects,

to resign his power, and lead a private life. Phalaris

did not relish these philosophical sentiments; and sus-

pecting Zeno to be in a conspiracy with som.e of his sub-

jects, ordered him to be put to the torture in presence of

the citizens of Agrigentum.
Zeno immediately began to reproach them with cow-

ardice and pusillanimity in submitting tamely to the yoke
of so worthless a tyrant ; and in a short tinie raised such

a flame, that they defeated the guards, and stoned Phalaris

to death.—^I dare say you are glad they did it so quickly.

W«il, I shall not write such long letters for the future;

for, I assure you, it is at least as troublesome to the writer

as the reader. Adi^u We shall sail to-morrow or next
morning for Trapani, from whence you may expocf to

hear from me. We are now going out to ex-^niine more
antique walls, but I shall not trouble you with them.-—
Farewell.
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LETTER XX.

June 16.

WHEN I ha^e nothing else to do, I generally take

up the pen. We are now on the top of a high

mountain about half way betwixt Agrigentum and Paler-

mot Our sea expedition by Trtponi has failed, and we are

determined to put no more confidence in that element,

happy l>eyond measure to find ourselves at a distance

from it, though in the most wretched of villages. We
have travelled all night on mules; and arrived here about

ten o'clock, overcome with sleep and fatigue. We have
just had an excellent dish of tea, which never fails to cure

me of both; and I am now as fresh as when we set out.

It has not had the same effect on my companions: they

have thrown themselves down en a vile straw bed in the

corner of the hovel ; and in spite of a parcel of starved

chickens, that are fluttering about and picking the straws

all around them, they are already fast asleep.

I shall seiz:^- that time to recapitulate what has happen-

ed since my last.

The day after I wrote you, we made some little excur-

sions around Agrigentum. The countrj is delightful

;

producing corn, wine, and oil in the greatest abundance

:

the fields are, at the same time, covered with a variety

of the finest fruits ; oranges, lemons, pomegranates, al-

monds, pistachio- nuts, &c. These aflr>rded us almost as

agreeable an entertainment as the consideration of the

ruins from whence they spring.

We dined with the bishop according to agreement,
and rose from the table convinced that the ancient Agri-
gentini could not possibly understand the true luxury of

eating better than their descendants, to whom they have

transmitted a very competent portion both of their social

virtues and vices. I beg their pardon for calling them
vices. I wish 1 had a softer name for it ; it looks like

ingratitude for their hospitality, for which we owe them
so much.
We were just thirty at table, but, upon my word, I

<tp not think we had less than a hundred dishes of meat..
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These were drest wilh the richest and most delicate

sauces ; and convinced us, that the old Roman proverb of
" Siculus coquus et Sicula mensa,'* was not more appli-

cable in their time than it is at present. Nothing was
wanting that could be invented to stimulate and to flatter

the palate, and to create a false appetite as well as to sa-

tisfy it. Some of the very dishes so much relished by
the Roman epicures, made a part of the feast ; particu-

larly the morcne, which is so often mentioned by their

authors: it is a species of eel, found only in this part of

the Mediterranean, and sent from hence to several of the

courts of Europe. It is not so fat and luscious as other

eels, so that you can eat a good deal more of it : its flesh

is white as snow, and is incited a very great delicacy—
But a modern refinement ir^ luxury has, I think, still pro-

duced a greater : by a particular kind of management
they make the livers of their fowls grow to a large size,

and at the same time acquire a high and rich flavour. It

is indeed a most incomparable dish ; but the means of

procuring it is so cruel, that I will not even trust it with

you. Perhaps, without any bad intention, you might
mention it to some of your friends, they to others, till at

last it might come into the hands of those that would be
glad to try the experiment; and the whole race of poul-

try might ever have reason to curse me : let it sufllice to

say, that it occasions a painful and lingering death to the

poor animal : that, I know, is enough to make you wish
never to taste of it, whatever effect it may have upon
others.

The Sicilians eat of every thing, and attempted to make
\is do the same. The company was remarkably merry,
and did by no means belie their ancient character, for

most of them were more than half seas over long before

we rose from table; and I was somewhat apprehensive
of a second edition of the Triremes scene, as they were
beginning to reel exceedingly. By the by, I do not
-doubt but that phrase of Half seas over, may have taken
its origin from some such story. They begged us to

make a bowl of punch, a liquor they h^d often heard ofi

but had never seen. The materials were immediately
found, and we succeeded so well, that they preferred it

to all the wines on the table, of which they had a great

variety. We were obliged to replenish the bowl so ofteti^

P
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that I really expected to see most of them under the ta-

ble. They called it Pontic, and spoke loudly in its praise ;

declaring that Pontio (alluding to Pontius Pilate) was a

nnuch better fellow than they had ever taken him for.

However, after dinner, one of iheim, a reverend canon,

grew excessively sick, and while he was throwing up,

he turned to me witli a rueful countenance, and shaking

his head, he groaned out, " Ah, Signior Capitano, sapeva

sempre che Pontio era un grande traditore."— ' I always

luiew that Pontius was a great traitor." Another of them
overhearing him, exclaimed

—

" Aspettatevi, Signor Ca-
nonico.'*—'• Not so fast," said he, '* my good canon."

—

" Niente al pregiudizio di Signor Pontio, vi prego.—Re-
cordate, che Pontio v'ha fatto un canonico ;—et Pontio

ha fatto sua eccellenza una Vescovo—Non scordatevi

mai di vostri amici."

Now, what do you think of these reverend fathers of

the church ? Their merit, you will easily perceive, does

not consist in fasting and prayer —Their creed, they say,

they have a good deal modernized, and is much simpler

than that of Aihanasius—One of them told me, thai if

we would but stay with them for some little time, we
should soon be convinced that they were the happiest

fellows on earth. ^' We have exploded (said he) from
our system every thing that is distnal or melancholy ; and

are persuaded, that of all the roads in the universe, the

road to heaven must be the pleasantest and least gloomy ;

if it be not so (add d he), God have mercy upon -us, for

I am afraid we shall never get there." I told him I could

not flatter him ; *' that if laughing was really a sin, as

some people taught, they were certainly the greatest of

all sinners." '' Well (said he), we shall at least endea-

vour to be happy here ; and that, I am persuaded, is the

best of all preparations for happiness hereafter. Absti-

nence (continued he) from all innocent and lawful plea-

sures, we reckon one of the greatest sins, and guard
against it with the utmost care : and I am pretty sure it

is a sin that none of us here will ever be damned for "^-

He concluded by repeating two lines, which he told me
was their favourifp maxim ; the meaning of which was
Qxactly those of Mr. Pope ;

' For God is paid when man receives:
'• To enjoy is to obey."
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This is not the first time I have imet with this libertine

spirit amongst the Roman Catholic clergy. There is

so much nonsense and mummery in iheir worship, that

they are afraid lest strangers should believe they are se-

rious ; and perhaps too often fly to the opposite extreme.

We were, however, much pleased with the bishop;

he is greatly and deservedly respected, yet his presence

Ciid nowise diminish, but rather increased the jollity of

the company. He entered into every joke, joined in the

repartee, at which he is a great proficient, and entirely

laid aside his episcopal dignity ; which, however, I am
told, he knows very well how to assume when it is neces-

sviry. He placed us next to himself, and behaved indeed,

in every respect, with the greatest ease and politeness.

He is one of the first families of the island, and brother

to the Prince of . 1 had his whole pedigree pat,

lut now I have lost it, no matter : he is an honest, plea-

sant little fellow, and that is of much more consequence*

He is not yet forty; and so high a promotion, in so early

a period of life, is reckoned very extraordinary, this be-

ing the richest bishoprick in the kingdom. He is a good
scholar, and very deeply read, both in ancient and modem
learning ; and his genius is in no degree inferior to his

erudition. The similarity of character and circumstances

struck me so strongly, that I could scarce help thinking

I had got besicte our worthy and respectable friend, tlu;

li p of D y, which, I assure you, sail added
(>reaily to tho pleasure I iiad in his company. I told the

bishop of this; adding, that he was brother to L (i

B 1 ; he seemed much pleased, and s:.id, he had cficn

heard rf the farrily. both wlien Lord B ^vas ambassa-
dor in Spain, and his other brother commander in the

Mediterranean.
We found in this company a number of Free Masons,

who were delighted bevcnd measure when they discover-

ed that we were their brethren. They pressed us to

spend a few more days amongst them, and offered us let-

ters to Palermo, and every other town we should thi? k of
visiting; but the heats are increasing so vi' Icntly, that
we were afraid of prolone;ing otir expedition, lest we
should be caught by the Sirocc winds, supposed to bk)w
from the burning deserts of Africa, afnl' sometimes at-

tended with dangerous consequences to ftiose that travel

over Sicilv.
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But I find I have omitted several circumstances of 6ur
dinner. I should have told you, that it was an annual
feast pjiven by the nobility of Agrigentum to the bishop.

It was served in an immense granary, half full of wheat,
«n the sea-shore, chosen on purpose to avoid the heat.

The whole was on plate : and what appeared singular to

us, but I believe is a much better method than ours, great
pirtofthe fruit was served up with the second course,

»hn first dish of which that went round was strawberries.

The Sicilians were a good deal surprised to see us eat

them with cream and sugar, yet upon trial they did not

at all dislike the composition

The dessert consisted of a great variety of fruits, and
still a greater of ices : these were so disguised in the

shapes of peaches, figs, oranges, nuts. Sec that a person
unaccustomed to ices might very easily have been taken

in, as an honest sea-officer was lately at the house of a

certain minister of your acquaintance, not less distin-

guished for the elegance of his table, than the exact for-

mality and subordination to be observed at it. After the

second course was removed, and the ices, in the shape

of various fruits and sweetmeats, advanced by way of

rear-guard ; one of the servants carried the figure of a

Une large peach to the captain, who, unacquainted with

deceit of any kind, never doubted that it wes a real one;
and cutting it through the middle, in a moment had one
large half of it in his mouth; at first he only looked grave,

and blew up his cheeks to give it more room ; but the

violence of the cold soon getting the better of his pati-

ence, he began to tumble it about from side to side in his

iTJouth, his eyes rushing out of water, till at last, able to

l^ld no longer, he spit it out upon his plate, exclaiming

with a horrid oath, " A painted snowball, by G—di" and

wiping away his tears with his napkin, he turned in a

rage to the Italian servant that had helped him, with a

^ D—n your maccaroni eyes, you son of a , what

did you mean by that?" The fellow, who did not

understand a word of it, could not forbear smiling, which
jtill convinced the captain the more that it was a tt ick

;

and he was just going to throw the rest of the snowball in

hii face, but was prevented by one of the company ; when
recovering from his passion, and thinking the object un-

worthy of it, he only added in a- softer tone, " Very well.
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neighbour, I only wish I had you on board ship for half

an hour, you should have a dozen before you could say

Jack Robinson, for all your painted cheeks."

I ask pardon for this digression, but as it is a good
laughable story, 1 know you will excuse it. About six

o'clock, we took a cordial leave of our jolly friends at A-
grigentuni ; and we embarked on board our sparonaro

at the new port. I should have told you, that this harbour
has lately been made at a very great expence ; this city

having always been one of the principal ports of the island

for the exportation of grain. The bishop and his company-
went into a large barge, and sailed round the harbour ; wc
saluted them as we went out ; they returned the compli-

raent, and we took a second leave. The evening was fine,

and we coasted along for a good many miles ; we passed

several points and little promontories, that ^yere exceed-

ingly beautiful and picturesque ; many of them were
covered with noble large aloes in full blow. In one place,

I counted upwards of two hundred of those fine majestic

plants all in flower ; a sight which I imagined Avas hardly

to be met with in the world —After sun-set,—alas, fain

would I conceal what happened after sun-set ! but life,

you know, is chequered with good and evil, and it would
have been great presumption to receive so much of the

one, without expecting a little dash of the other too.

—

Besides, a sea expedition is nothing without a storm.

Our journal would never have been readable, had it not

been for this—Well, 1 assure you, we had it. It was not

indeed so violent as the great one ofi' Louisburgh, or per-

haps even that described by Virgil ; the reading of which

is said to have made people sea-sick ; but it was rath; r too

much for our little bark.—I was going to tell you, that af-

ter sun-set the sky began to overcast, and in a short time

the whole atmosphere appeared fiery and threatening.

We attempted to get into some creek, but could find

none. The wind grew loud, and we found it was in vain

to proceed ; but as the night was dark and hazy, we were
dubious about the possibility of reaching the port of Agri-

gentum. However, this was all we had for it, as there

were none other within many miles. Accordingly we
tacked about, and plying both oars and sail, with great care

not to come amongst the rocks and breakers, in about two

hours we spied the light-house ; by which we directed
P a
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Qur course, and got safely into port betwixt one and two
in the morning : we lay down on our mattrass, and slept

sound till ten, when finding the falsity of our hypothesis-,

that there could be no bad weather in the Mediterranean
at this season, we unanimously agreed to have nothing

more to do Avith sparonaros, and sent immediately to en-

gage mules to carry us over the mountains to Palermo.
The storm continued with violence thi^ whole day, and
made us often thank heaven that we had got safely back.

It was not till five in the afternoon that we had mules,

guides, and guards provided us; when we set off, pretty

much in the same order, and in the same equipage as

we had done about three weeks ago from Messina. Our
guards attempted to fill us with the most dreadful appre-

hensions of this road, shewing us, every mile, where such
a one was robbed, such another was murdered ; and en-

tertained us with such melancholy ditties the greatest

part of the way. Indeed, if one half of their stories be
true, it is certainly the most dangerous road in the world;

but I looked upon most of them as fictions, invented

only to increase their own consequence, and to procure

a little more money. There is, indeed, some foundation

for these stories; as there are numbers of gibbets erected

on the road m terrorem ; and every little baron has th»

power of life and death in his own domain. Our bishop's

brother, whose name I have forgot, seized lately four and
twenty of those desperate banditti, after a stout resist-

ance, where several were killed on both sides ; and not-

withstandhig that some of them were under the protec-

tion of the nobility, and in their service, they were all

hanged. However, this has by no means rooted them
out. Our guards, in the suspicious places, went with

tlieir pieces cock'd, and kept a close look-out to either

:jide of them ; but we saw nothing to alarm us, except the

most dreadful roads in the world ; in many places worse

than any thing I ever met With amongst the Alps.

After travelling about twenty miles, we arrived by two
in the morning at the most wretched—I don't know what
to call it—there was not any one thing to be had but a

little straw for the mules. However, after a good deal

of difficulty, we at last got fire enough to boil our tea-

kettle; and having brought bread from Agrigentum, we
^ade an excellent mea). Our tea-table was a round stone
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in fhe field ; and as the moon shone bright, we had nb
occasion for any other lunnnary. You nnay believe our
stay here was as short as possible ; the house was too

dreadfully nasty to enter it, and the stable was full of

poor wretches sleeping on the bare ground. In short, I

never saw in any country so miserable an inn, for so it is

styled. We mounted our cavalry with all expedition,

and in a very ^ort lime got into the woods, where we
were serenaded by the nightingale as we went along, who
made us a full apology and atonement for the bad cheer
we had met with. In a short time it was day, and then

we had entertainment enough from the varied scenes of

the most beautiful, wild, and romantic country in the

world. The fertility of many of the plains is truly as-

tonishing, without enclosures, without manure, and almost
without culture. It is with reason that this island was
styled " Romani imperii horreum," the granary of thq

Roman empire. Were it cultivated, it would still be the
great granary of Europe. Pliny says, it yielded a hundred
after one ; and Diodorus, who was a native of the island^

and wrote on the spot, assures us, that it produced wheat
and other grain spontaneously ; and Homer advances the
same fact in the Odyssey :

" The soil untlU'd, a ready harvest yields,
" With wheat and barley wave the golden fields

;

*' Spontaneous wines from weighty clusters pour,
'*• And Jove descends in e»ch prolific shower."

POPS?

Many of the mountains seemed to be formed by sublerv

raneous fire ; several of them retain their conical figure?

and their craters, but not so exact as those on Mount
jEtna, as they ar* probably much older. 1 likewise ob-
served many pieces of lava on the road, and in the betla,

of the torrents ; and a good deal of the stone called tufa,

which is certainly the production of a volcano ; so that
I have no doubt, that a great part of this island, as well
as the neighbouring ones of Lipari,^ 8cc. has been origi-

nally formed by subterraneous fire : we likewise passed
some quarries of a kind of talc, and also of a coarse ala-
baster; of this they make a sort of stucco or plaister, re*
sembling that of Paris; but what I much regretted, we
missed seeing the famous salt of Agrigentum, found ij>.
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the earth about four or five miles from that city. It has
this remarkable property, different from all other salt,

that in the fire it presently melts ; but in the water it

cracks and splits, but never dissolves. It is celebrated

by Pliny, Aristotle, and others of the ancient, as well as

the modern naturalists. Fazzello, whom I have brought
along with me to read by the road, says, he has often ex-
perienced this ; he adds, from the authority of these
ancient authors, that they formerly had mines of this salt,

so pure and solid, that the statuaries and sculptors pre-

ferred it to marble, and made various works of it.

The poor people of the village have found us out, and
with looks full of misery have surrounded our door.—
Accursed tyranny,—what despicable objects we become
in thy hands!—Is it not inconceivable how any govern-
ment should be able to render poor and wretched a coun-
try which produces almost spontaneously every thing

than even luxury can desire ? But alas ! poverty and
wretchedness have ever attended the Spanish yoke, both

on this, and on the other side of the globe.—They make
it their boast, that the sun never sets on their dominions,

but forget that since they became such, they have left

him nothing to see in his course, but deserted fields,

barren wildernesses, oppressed peasants, and lazy, lying,

lecherous monks. Such are the fruits of their boasted

conquests.—They ought rather to be ashamed, that ever

the sun should see them at all—The sight of these poor

people has filled me with indignation. This village is

surrounded by the finest country in the world, yet there

was neither bread nor wine to be found in it, and the poor

inhabitants appear more than half starved.

" 'Mongst Ceres' richest gift? with wast oppress'd,
" And 'midst the flowing- vineyard, die of thirst."

I shall now think of concluding, as I do not recollect

that I have much more to say to you : besides, I find my-
self exceedingly sleepy. I sincerely wish it may not be

the same case with you before you have read thus far.—'

We have ordered our mules to be ready by five o'clock,

and shall again travel all night ;—the heats are too great

to allow it by day. Adieu.—These two fellows are still

sound asleep In a few minutes I shall be so too, for the

pen-is almost dropping out of my hand. FarewelL


